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SCIENTIFIC CONTRIBUTION OF THE DOCTORAL 
DISSERTATION WITH THE TOPIC: 
CAUSES AND EFFECTS OF FINANCIAL CRISES  IN 
GLOBAL ECONOMY 
 
The work on the doctoral dissertation and the results and conclusions to be achieved 
aim at bringing closer to the scientific community modern economic events in the world and 
facilitating comprehension of current debates that follow those events. The world's economic 
community and public are now rather divided for at least two reasons. The first dividing line 
is the causes of different financial crises that shook the world in recent years; the second 
dividing line is concerning the actual desire to answer those crises with proper economic 
policy. Both dilemmas are subject to huge disagreements. Apart from that, it is our intention 
to clarify with the help of historic comparative analyses why it is that the science of 
economy, from time to time, goes back to the Great depression of 1929 and to see why it is 
relevant to the great financial crisis that occurred in 2008. The mankind has always been 
going through crises, whether religious, moral, political or economic. It seems that crisis is a 
natural state of capitalism, ever since it was introduced. For the last four hundred years the 
monetary history was full of financial crises. Most of the economy historians agree that the 
Great depression from 1930s was a needless tragedy without proper reason. However, the 
lesson from the Great depression was not learned and by the end of 1990s the economy of a 
group of Asian countries suffered downfall that notoriously reminded ofthe Great depression. 
TСО ОМonomв oП tСosО МountrТОs РavО onО quartОr oП tСО аorlН’s production and more than 
600 million people depended on it. This crisis also came all of a sudden despite the fact that 
most of the famous economists were anticipating economic boom even after the crisis had 
started to spread. During the 1930s conventional economic solutions proved to be 
unsuccessful, even counterproductive and that situation repeated itself now as well. Financial 
stock exchanges created empires and monetary crises used to start revolutions. Current 
economic crisis shattered all the taboos. Introducing market structures based on free 
МompОtТtТon аasn’t alаaвs bОnОПТМТal Пor tСО ОМonomТМ РroаtС, ПurtСОrmorО Тn manв МasОs Тt 
led to economic downfall that sometimes turned into a long-term depression. This is the case 
with most of the transitional МountrТОs аСТМС СavОn’t rОМovОrОН вОt Пrom tСО sСoМФ oП rapТН 
lТbОralТгatТon anН ОбposurО to tСО аorlН’s МompОtТtТon, but also tСО МasО аТtС manв otСОr lОss 
developed countries. Maybe the conclusions we are going to come to in this doctoral 
dissertation will be dark and gloomy, for one because financial crises through history have 
had surprisingly consistent frequencies, duration and intensity, and for two because short 
memory seems to facilitating  the repetition of such crises. In order to achieve previously 
stated goals we shall analyze different theories of financial crises – their applicability or their 
inadequateness.  
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The scientific and professional public today often wonders why the Great depression 
(Krugman) from 1929 is relevant to all the crises which later occured, thus relevant to the 
financial crisis of 2008. Certainly there are reasons why the Great depression (breakdown) 
from 1929 isalso relevant tothe major crisis from 2008. In both cases the government knew 
what should be done. In both occasions it refused to do so. In the spring of 1929 several strict 
words from a high position, higher discount rates and determined investigation of pyramid 
schemes of the time could lead to the fall of house of cards on the Wall Streetbefore its fall 
destroyed the entire economy. In 2004 FBI warnОН tСО publТМ about “tСО ОpТНОmТМ oП publТМ 
ПrauНs”. OnМО aРaТn tСО РovОrnmОnt НТН notСТnР. AМtuallв, Тt НТН somОtСТnР аorsО, Тt alloаОН 
a combination of low interest rates, deregulation and clear signals that laws will not be 
obeyed. This only spread the fire. Originally, the current crisis is related to living space, 
where the problem was not the lack of it, but rather its abundance. Financial crises that took 
place during the 20
th
 century, and especially during 1970s (official beginning of the 
globalization of the world economy) were consequences of the implosion of property prices 
or large depreciations of national currencies on the foreign exchange market. In some cases 
foreign exchange crises led to bank crises in other cases it was vice versa. Huge amounts of 
fictive capital that circle around the planet create a possibility to flood the market. The 
beginning of globalization is marked by instability and occasional crises. The markets of 
shares, goods, estate and oil are instable. Financial bubbles always explode, simply because 
by definition a bubble consists of an unsustainable pattern of changing prices and money. 
Key words:financial bubble, crisis, economy, capital, bank crises, foreign exchange 
crises, markets. 
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